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Fassmer offers a wide range of products to ensure that life on board is both safe and 
functional. The company’s broad experience in seawater-resistant materials and its 
on-going improvements and new developments in specialised boarding systems 
make Fassmer the ideal partner when it comes to deck equipment for the individual 
need. Fassmer’s services not only comprise design and production, but on-board  
installation as well, if requested.
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Let us take you on board
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Fassmer’s passion for engineering and innovation, 
reliability and safety make life and work at sea  
as safe and efficient as possible, as its boarding  
systems are purpose-built. 

Accommodation ladder

Aft passerelle

Accommodation ladder combination including pilot ladder

Sea ladder on a cruise liner

Side accommodation ladder Telescopic accommodation ladder
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Fassmer
Boarding systems
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Fassmer
Gangways and 
standard products

Fassmer gangways and standard products are 
made of seawater-resistant aluminium, steel or 
GRP, and are suitable for sea-going merchant and 
passenger vessels. All product versions comply 
with – and exceed – international classification 
society regulations.

Fassmer
Tender Fender systems

This is a newly-developed direct-boarding system.
The fenders are stowed inside the vessel and 
moved into working position hydraulically. With a 
telescopic boarding gangway, they make passen-
ger boarding efficient and easy, as the walkways 
are stepless and wave-compensated, so always in 
contact with the tender. The flexible fenders are 
Fassmer’s own design, enabling the operation  
of both small and long tenders. Along with  
its tender-fender system, Fassmer supplies a  
comprehensive package that combines its own 
casing and bulwark gate in a modular system.

Working raftGangwayFenderTender Fender system incl. gangway

Tender Fender system

Tender Fender system (complete) Bulwark ladderWorking basket

Swivel platform
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Fassmer 
Offshore access systems

Fassmer provides offshore boarding systems in 
different designs, all of which permit safe access 
at all times and under all weather conditions:  
during the installation phase, while exchanging 
large components, and for O&M. It is Fassmer’s 
aim to guarantee safe access to offshore wind  
turbines, and their duty to provide for their  
customers’ special requirements.

Offshore access gangway
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Helihoist

Helicopter offshore plattform Helicopter hangar
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Fassmer
Offshore access systems

Fassmer offers a wide range of systems for  
offshore installations. Helicopter platforms and 
access systems ensure the safe and easy access 
for personnel and transport of materials even  
under harsh weather conditions.
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Fassmer
Shell doors

Fassmer offers individual shell doors, platforms 
and hatches for passenger vessels as well as for 
sophisticated yachts. All components are made 
of high-quality materials such as stainless steel, 
steel, aluminium or GRP.

Tender door

Stern door

Rescue door incl. rescue craneTender door  (aluminium)
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Fassmer
Special systems for yachts

Fassmer’s boarding systems for the luxury sector 
are highly individual and tailored to customers’ 
needs. They are designed and constructed to give 
optimum functional, aesthetic and commercial 
satisfaction, while still complying with all the  
relevant rules and regulations.
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Bathing ladderTelescopic mast made of CRP (carbon-fibre reinforced plastic)Bathing ladder

Innovative Equipment

Docking arrangementTelescopic mast made of stainless steel
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